BUSWORLD ACADEMY & GPN
WEBINAR
APRIL 23, 2020

Answers to questions posed by the attendees
Dear friends of the bus and coach industry,
Thank you for attending our webinar on “How can coach operators generate income
and reduce costs during COVID-19?” in great numbers
We received many more questions then we could handle during the webinar, so please
find below the answers by the speakers to your questions and remarks you entered into
the discussion.
For the ease of use, we have made a content table of all the questions asked and divided
into 4 different themes. Just click on the question to jump to the answer. You can always
jump back to the overview by clicking the button “Back to List” under each question.
Kind regards,
The Busworld Academy Team & GPN
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Future of bus and coach industry
1.

What do you think will happen to bus in Italy?

2.

What are your insights on the performance of global bus and coach industry post
lockdown?

3.

How do you think the bus world will look like in the future? Do you think we will come
back to like it was before? Where you see the biggest changes a) for customers and
b) for driver and the whole organization around the bus world?

4.

What is the future of our industry due to Covid-19?

5.

Will the historic fall of crude oil prices give a breather to the transporters who are in
difficult terrains of COVID? I am from India and would like to know the general trend
of fuel costs now across globe.

6.

Will the current Covid crisis speed up or slow down future investments in the bus
sector? In terms of green energy?

7.

If due to social distancing there are more coaches/buses needed for transport - like
for transporting workers from home to their jobs. Are companies willing to pay extra?
And how will this be in the near future? Because businesses are also closed down in
lack of money.

8.

Related to buses and coaches, do you think the future units will look different,
production & optional point of view?

9.

Do you think tourists will start coming to Europe from September?

10.

I would like to know what organizations are providing financial facilities for funding of
projects to improve capacity on startups?

11.

Can Corona Bonds be issued earmarked only for transports? Which may give softer
loans for longer tenures.

12.

Can anyone let me know government’s thinking in term of financial help to coach
industries?

Cost reductions
1.

The business model which you shared happens to be a onetime business. How will it
suffice in long term?

2.

Reducing costs is highly impossible now as we need to maintain higher standards of
hygiene and passenger health monitoring systems. Maybe we need to have UV light
cleansers retrofitted into every AC bus mandatorily, so on and so forth...

3.

How can prices drop when there is an excess in demand? Usual shortage in demand
makes prices drop.
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4.

What has been the worldwide response to removing tax to lay up vehicles and
therefore being able to reduce the insurance premium temporarily during lockdown. I
have done this for many clients and if hasn't been thought about, is a good way to
save costs now.

5.

Apart from government support, how best can we operators cut down on costs?

Generate Income
1.

Were the buses run for various functions during this period run on normal occupancy
or was the maximum capacity reduced to allow adherence to social distancing
norms?

2.

Regarding the campaign in Norway did companies pay for this? Was it expensive?
With social distancing is it economically viable?

3.

How do you think will be possible to make fewer people travel on a coach but at the
same price?

4.

What sort of outreach are you doing to get business for repatriation, medical
workers? How have you been able to find the right contacts?

5.

How is the delivery of food stuffs working with the likes of uber foods - albeit
restricted delivery times? Isn’t it a competitive territory with uber? Rates, efficiency,
tracking etc..

6.

We received a transportation request to repatriate Romanian people from Italy.
Which are your suggestions in order to organize it?

7.

Except for the "pro bono" passenger transportation, has anybody managed to earn
money from spot contracts with authorities for transport services? Is this a profitable
niche these days?

Questions regarding restart of the business
1.

I am keen to understand what people think about how we can increase passenger
numbers given the obvious social distancing rules and the reduced capacity on all
modes of transport once we start to exit lockdown, I mainly work with UK and Ireland
transport providers.

2.

Would like to know more about how to maintain profitability in the post covid world,
keeping in mind the social distancing norms coming into picture?

3.

Mr. Afzal, how many buses and cars were supplied so far?

4.

Thanks for sharing your insights and experiences, very valuable. I wanted to ask if
there are already plans to approach governments in order to lobby with them making
sure future demands/regulations are adapted to what coach operators and transport
providers in general can provide and are safe for public/drivers/employees?
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5.

Reports say AC buses will transmit virus in faster manner, what could be the
possible solution?

6.

Can you make universal travelling norms for the bus travelers across all countries so
that we would have a take away from this meeting and run our passenger transport
once again with customers with all safety on board?

7.

What actions can we take to increase client confidence in our services?

8.

Is there any solution in the world to have temperature sensor cameras installed and
should be able to detect immediately if someone boards the bus?

9.

How efficient are the spray disinfection methods applied directly to passengers on
buses?

10.

Can we have someone sharing experience from China post lockdown for demand
and social distancing cost? Most of the world is following them.

11.

Should transport companies create a safe bus using lamps and new technics?

12.

Are there any buses equipped with thermodetector？

13.

Since we cannot change prevailing conditions, I think we should be seriously looking
for changing the bus structure by keeping in mind the optimum utilization of seating
capacity. I just want you people to talk on putting some kind of barriers in between
seats to overcome this crisis.

14.

What is an economical effective disinfecting machine that we can use on our buses
to sanitize? Any suggestions?

15.

In India, the government has mentioned that train services will take time to start after
the lockdown. How is the bus fraternity going to scale up and remain competitive?

16.

After Covid-19 situation settled down, how about the manufacturer install
thermodetector in buses?
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Future of bus and coach industry
Question by Caterina Mascaretti (MASCARETTI S.R.L., Italy)

What do you think will happen to bus in Italy?
Answer
In the tourism market I’m not positive. The local tourism could start since the first “unlocking”
phases, but very slowly, very shyly. The international tourism, mostly from North America and
Asia will suffer more and long term. Probably we won’t have similar volumes as we were used
until summer 2021 or even later.
Transport companies will be forced to ensure adequate interpersonal distance inside vehicles,
and this will produce, in my opinion, 2 opposite effects:
1) Coach travel will lose its economical advantage. Per-person price is nearly doubled.
2) Public transport companies won’t have sufficient vehicles/drivers to cover the demand, so
probably tourism coaches could be used to support the public transport. Also companies
should be incentivized to offer collective transport services to their employees, as a benefit and
Governments should subsidize.
Back to List

Question by Anonymous Attendee

What are your insights on the performance of global bus and coach industry post
lockdown?
Answered by Jan Deman
This is the subject of the next webinar, Thursday April 30th, same time. You can register here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_ETn2T71dQAuyVppQV94K7g
Back to List

Question by Tobias Stüber (FlibTravel International SA, Germany)

How do you think the bus world will look like in the future? Do you think we will
come back to like it was before? Where you see the biggest changes a) for
customers and b) for driver and the whole organization around the bus world?
Answer
Of course, the Busworld exhibitions will continue as before. All necessary measures to
guarantee safety will be taken.
The webinar on May 14th will focus on modifications in buses and coaches as a consequence
of this crisis and in order to restore passenger’s faith in collective transport.
Back to List
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Question by Amit Jain (Manmandir Motel and Travels Pvt. Ltd., India)

What is the future of our industry due to Covid-19?
Answer
The future will be different as we all know, possibly a short term difference as we re-open and
then a longer term difference when people's confidence returns. With economic hurt
everywhere very hard to define what the future will be.
Back to List

Question by Deepa S. (Dhanapathi Bus Service, India)

Will the historic fall of crude oil prices give a breather to the transporters who are
in difficult terrains of COVID? I am from India and would like to know the general
trend of fuel costs now across globe.
Answer
The drop of fuel prices is worldwide. Bus and coach sector will not be able to profit much from
this price-drop, since the amount of kilometres/miles that we drive has radically dropped as
well.
Back to List

Question by Geert Hoorens (BAAV, Belgium)

Will the current Covid crisis speed up or slow down future investments in the bus
sector? In terms of green energy?
Answer
*Here is a link to an open letter from the United nations Framework Center for Climate Change
on further implementation of carbon free processes even during Covid-19.
https://unfccc.int/news/open-letter-by-the-executive-secretary-on-covid-19
*In terms of green energy it may take two to three years to gear up for the new investment for
the current scenario in India.
Back to List

Question by Jos Haas (Journalist, Netherlands)

If due to social distancing there are more coaches/buses needed for transport like for transporting workers from home to their jobs. Are companies willing to
pay extra? And how will this be in the near future? Because businesses are also
closed down in lack of money.
Answer
There is worldwide no view on the willingness to pay for commuter services with lower
occupancy rates. Depending in the region and the client, this will differ. The webinar of May
14th will provide the answers from the OEM’s on what modifications in buses they are
investigating to improve the social distancing.
Back to List
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Question by Trasca Daniel (Bus & Coach Services SRL, Romania)

Related to buses and coaches, do you think the future units will look different,
production & optional point of view?
Answer
This matter will also be a topic in this week's webinar on the revitalization of bus services.
Back to List

Question by Rafal Janczuk (Raf Trans Poland, Poland)

Do you think tourists will start coming to Europe from September?
Answer
This is also a topic for next week's webinar. For incoming coach services, much depends on
how aviation will regain trust and how intercontinental flights will start up again.
Back to List

Question by Rabson Banda (Rabnam Transport and Data solutions Limited, Zambia)

I would like to know what organizations are providing financial facilities for funding
of projects to improve capacity on startups?
Answer
That depends on your country. I propose you contact your ministry of economic affairs.
Back to List

Question by Deepa S. (Dhanapathi Bus Service, India)

Can Corona Bonds be issued earmarked only for transports? Which may give
softer loans for longer tenures.
Answer
Good suggestion. Will be included in this week's webinar.
Back to List

Question by Siddiq Gandhi (Gandhi Travel & Tour, India)

Can anyone let me know government’s thinking in term of financial help to coach
industries?
Answer
If you are talking about manufacturing of coaches, fresh orders may take more than 6 moths.
In case you are asking about the coach operators it is going to be a big challenge on pricing
and all depends upon the new regulation norms by the government.
Back to List
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Cost reductions
Question by Harsh Kotak (Modern Tours and Travels, India)

The business model which you shared happens to be a onetime business. How
will it suffice in long term?
Answered by Mark Anderson
In the long term I see more ability to cut costs than to increase prices and for reasons
discussed during the presentation cutting costs is important now and in the medium and
long term. It will be a few years before we can get prices back up to what I think are
satisfactory levels.
Back to List

Question by Rajesh Venkat (Rajesh Transports, India)

Reducing costs is highly impossible now as we need to maintain higher standards
of hygiene and passenger health monitoring systems. Maybe we need to have UV
light cleansers retrofitted into every AC bus mandatorily, so on and so forth...
Answer
The question of cost reduction (now, in order to survive this crisis as a company) is essential.
It is a good idea of combining this question with the costs for more and improved hygienic
measures. But before taking initiatives at the company level, it might be advisable to see first
what governments will require from our services. And then add features that can help in
restoring client's trust.
Back to List

Question by Anonymous Attendee

How can prices drop when there is an excess in demand? Usual shortage in
demand makes prices drop.
Answer
Excess of supply over demand in short to medium term, after lockdown term means
prices will drop.
Back to List

Question by Matt Steer (Ravenhall Risk Solutions, UK)

What has been the worldwide response to removing tax to lay up vehicles and
therefore being able to reduce the insurance premium temporarily during
lockdown. I have done this for many clients and if hasn't been thought about, is a
good way to save costs now.
Answer
*Each country has a different regulations around insurance and how the insurance companies
will look to reduce costs.
*Mr. Thami Mourad: I heard about the lay-up quite a few times. Unfortunately, we do not have
that option in Morocco. However, we can report paying taxes, but it comes with a price. We
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need to pay an additional fee. So we either pay our taxes now or we pay them later with a
premium fee
Back to List

Question by Antony Noble (Antony & Sons, India)

Apart from government support, how best can we operators cut down on costs?
Answer
This was the subject of the webinar, you can find the recording, the slides and the Q&A via
www.busworldacademy.org
Back to List

Generate Income
Question by Anonymous Attendee

Were the buses run for various functions during this period run on normal
occupancy or was the maximum capacity reduced to allow adherence to social
distancing norms?
Answer
In Spain it has been reduced to 1/3 of the bus regular capacity. We hope this will change in
the medium term, otherwise it will be difficult to compete with other means of transport.
Back to List

Question by Miriam Brady (Dublin Bus, Ireland)

Regarding the campaign in Norway did companies pay for this? Was it
expensive? With social distancing is it economically viable?
Answer
It was not expensive. Just the creation of the banner. Social distancing could be a problem or
an opportunity to provide safer transportation than regular bus lines or other public transport.
Back to List

Question by Caterina Mascaretti (MASCARETTI S.R.L., Italy)

How do you think it will be possible to make fewer people travel on a coach but at
the same price?
Answer
Only if we could make more trips in different timings. Otherwise it is impossible.
Back to List
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Question by Ingy El Kafrawy (Bus.com, Canada)

What sort of outreach are you doing to get business for repatriation, medical
workers? How have you been able to find the right contacts?
Answer
Our colleagues at GPN just made the direct contact to the authorities. In Spain we are lobbying
from the regional and national federations to achieve this.
Back to List

Questions by Aleta Moloi (Gautrain Management Agency, South Africa)

How is the delivery of food stuffs working with the likes of uber foods - albeit
restricted delivery times? Isn’t it a competitive territory with uber? Rates,
efficiency, tracking etc..
Answer
This is an individual arrangement with venues, such as nursing homes, who are looking for
assistance on larger scale than delivery to an individual residence, where uber be delivering.
Back to List

Question by Daniela Cavallotti (Spreafico Bus, Italy)

We received a transportation request to repatriate Romanian people from Italy.
Which are your suggestions in order to organize it?
Answer
During this period, for repatriations, mostly towards East Europe, we used a “relay race”
formula. We are operating with the collaboration of our GPN partners, based in each country
were the transport is needed. Passengers are safely transported by a local coach company in
each country they cross, in order to make the journey smoother, and to protect drivers and
staff. This is a very hard time to travel, as each country has different approach and regulations,
mostly in the East EU. It is always very important to get in contact with the local embassies,
consulates, Civil Protection, Police, in order to avoid serious problems and mostly to be aware
of what will happen when the destination is reached (i.e. in Romania a 2 weeks quarantine is
imposed to passengers coming from abroad).
Back to List

Question by Cristiana Sandulescu (Tranzit Magazine, Romania)

Except for the "pro bono" passenger transportation, has anybody managed to earn
money from spot contracts with authorities for transport services? Is this a
profitable niche these days?
Answer
Most of the services offered today are a cost base, no profit is taken, but costs are being
covered. It is also a matter of image building, how would it look if we doubled prices for
necessary services that are requested in health care or supply chain? Most companies are OK
with services that help in covering costs today.
Back to List
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Questions regarding restart of the business
Question by Gerry Madden (GM Consulting, Ireland)

I am keen to understand what people think about how we can increase passenger
numbers given the obvious social distancing rules and the reduced capacity on
all modes of transport once we start to exit lockdown, I mainly work with UK and
Ireland transport providers.
Answer
This question was answered during the webinar. During the first weeks after lockdowns, due
to social distancing we might see an increase in number of vehicles needed, but this will mainly
be the case in bus services. It is expected that the raise in coach tourism will be on the longer
term, when social distancing might be less needed. Much depends on how our clients keep
their faith in collective transport.
Back to List

Question by Shashank Tripathi (Super Highway Labs Pvt. Ltd., USA)

Would like to know more about how to maintain profitability in the post Covid
world, keeping in mind the social distancing norms coming into picture?
Answered by Jan Deman
This is the subject of the next webinar, Thursday April 30th, same time. You can register here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_ETn2T71dQAuyVppQV94K7g
Back to List

Question by Kishore Rayasam (ASRTU, India)

Mr. Afzal, how many buses and cars were supplied so far?
Answered by Mohammed A. Afzal
From our side we have served above 150+ services. Whole of India we served 1Lack above
services.
Back to List
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Question by Marcela Aguirre Flores (Spain)

Thanks for sharing your insights and experiences, very valuable. I wanted to ask
if there are already plans to approach governments in order to lobby with them
making sure future demands/regulations are adapted to what coach operators
and transport providers in general can provide and are safe for
public/drivers/employees?
Answered by Jan Deman
The matter of government support during Covid-19 lockdowns & crisis period was addressed
during the webinar on April 9th. The recording can be seen at www.busworldacademy.org.
Government measures and support for revitalization of bus and coach services after lockdowns
is the subject for the webinar on April 30th.
Back to List

Question by Antony Noble (Antony & Sons, India)

Reports say AC buses will transmit virus in faster manner, what could be the
possible solution?
Answered by Jan Deman
I will raise this question during the webinar on April 30th, on the restart of bus- and coach
services.
Back to List

Question by Mohammed Sadiq (AB Group – Parveen Travels, India)

Can you make universal travelling norms for the bus travelers across all
countries so that we would have a take away from this meeting and run our
passenger transport once again with customers with all safety on board?
Answer
This would of course be an ideal situation. Unfortunately we see that even in regions with high
level collaboration between the states (ex. The European union) this cannot be reached. There
is no global professional federation for passenger transport, as Busworld Academy, we are
prepared to coordinate the preparational process in making such a proposal by national
professional federations if at least 8 national federations sign up in this movement.
Back to List

Question by Diego Carrascal (DICARPRI TOUR SL, Spain)

What actions can we take to increase client confidence in our services?
Answered by Jan Deman
Good question! At the level of the company, I would say keeping as much contacts with the
clients as we can At a macro level, marketing campaigns might be needed to restore trust in
collective transportation modes. The role of national and international federations will be
essential in this.
Back to List
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Question by Kiran Vankadari (Shilpa Trans Corporation, India)

Is there any solution in the world to have temperature sensor cameras installed
and should be able to detect immediately if someone boards the bus?
Answered by Jan Deman
Yes, this technology definitely exists. But before taking initiatives at the company level, it might
be advisable to see first what governments will require from our services. And then add
features that can help in restoring client's trust.
Back to List

Question by Luis Sanchez (Bus Ecuador, Ecuador)

How efficient are the spray disinfection methods applied directly to passengers on
buses?
Answer
I have never heard of disinfecting sprays as covid-19 prevention.
Back to List

Question by Yacub Sheriff (Mbd Bus Service, India)

Can we have someone sharing experience from China post lockdown for demand
and social distancing cost? Most of the world is following them.
Answer
In this week's webinar, a testimonial from the director of the Jinan Transport Company will be
included. He will explain how bus services were relaunched after lockdown in China. Jinan is
a city with over 9 million inhabitants.
Back to List

Question by Diego Marin (Voyenbus.com, Argentina)

Should transport companies create a safe bus using lamps and new technics?
Answer
The matter of passenger’s trust is an essential topic in this week's webinar on the restart of
bus and coach services.
Back to List

Question by Lerf Xi (ChinaRTA.com, China)

Are there any buses equipped with thermodetector？
Answer
Before taking initiatives at the company level, it might be advisable to see first what
governments will require from our services. And then add features that can help in restoring
client's trust.
Back to List
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Question by Rahamath Jani (Travels, India)

Since we cannot change prevailing conditions, I think we should be seriously
looking for changing the bus structure by keeping in mind the optimum utilization
of seating capacity. I just want you people to talk on putting some kind of barriers
in between seats to overcome this crisis.
Answered by Jan Deman
We are in contact with bus designers, like Yellow Window, to investigate possibilities in this
matter.
Back to List

Question by Lauren Grote (Rill's Bus Service, USA)

What is an economical effective disinfecting machine that we can use on our buses
to sanitize? Any suggestions?
Answer
Sorry, we are not in the ability to answer this question.
Back to List

Question by Balasubramanian Natarajan (Motorindia, India)

In India, the government has mentioned that train services will take time to start
after the lockdown. How is the bus fraternity going to scale up and remain
competitive?
Answer
Train and bus services will start together simultaneously in phased manner in limited seating
capacity for the travellers. Until then viability factor is facing to be challenged since we cannot
charge exorbitant charges at this need hour of crisis.
Back to List

Question by Hemant Patil (Mumbai Bus Malak Sanghathna, India)

After Covid-19 situation settled down, how about the manufacturer install
thermodetector in buses?
Answer
We see this process in 3 phases: first let's see what our governments request from our industry,
secondly let's add what is needed to restore passengers' trust and 3rd we can add features,
measures on company level.
Back to List
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